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Secret Lives Routledge
"Featuring new evidence on: Mao, Stalin,
and the road to the 1950 Summit; The
1954 Geneva Conference; Sino-Albanian
summits 1961-67; Mongolia and the Cold
War; North Korea in 1956; Romania and
the Sino-US opening."--Cover

Inside China's Cold War
Marvel Entertainment

In early 1960, as the Cold War
heats up, the space race is
on. With the future of space
travel-and of the world-
hanging in the balance, Paul
Chavassee enters Tibet on a
mission to rescue scientist
Dr Karl Hoffner. He holds the
key to victory to the moon.
The Fedorovich File Cambridge University Press
The feel-good victory in World War II does not
solve everything. The postwar world is a confusing
and messy place. American leaders focus on fixing
Europe--but then Asia explodes into war between
Communist armies and democratic armies! First
the fighting is in the 1950s on the Korean
peninsula, dangerously close to Japan. Then the

fighting moves to Southeast Asia and a new
generation of soldiers in the 1960s. In democracy,
citizens are asked to decide big national questions.
This Choice Comic asks: if you were a citizen of
the United States during these Cold War fights,
which way would you choose to go? There are no
easy answers when you are living the history in real
time.

Indiana Jones and the Kingdom of the
Crystal Skull Korea/'NamThe feel-good
victory in World War II does not solve
everything. The postwar world is a
confusing and messy place. American
leaders focus on fixing Europe--but then
Asia explodes into war between
Communist armies and democratic armies!
First the fighting is in the 1950s on the
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Korean peninsula, dangerously close to
Japan. Then the fighting moves to
Southeast Asia and a new generation of
soldiers in the 1960s. In democracy, citizens
are asked to decide big national questions.
This Choice Comic asks: if you were a
citizen of the United States during these
Cold War fights, which way would you
choose to go? There are no easy answers
when you are living the history in real
time.Duty Bound
Describes the potential dangers of the Cold
War and explains how the U.S. and the
Soviet Union negotiated peace through
arms reduction.
The Curtain Rises on the Cold War Lacey
Lockington
“Seeing Stars” part 1 of 2! The Cold War
heats up with a space-race disaster, as an
alien force attacks both countries’ space
programs!
Indecent Exposure Anchor
Graham Greene's The Third Man
meets Paul Auster as the Cold War
heats up amidst the ruins of occupied
Berlin.
Rex Zero and the End of the World
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform
The Cold War in the Middle East, 1950-1991

examines American and Soviet involvement in
the Middle East, and how each superpower's
policies and alliances contributed to its overall
Cold War strategies.
Mexico's Cold War A&C Black
The Cold War heats up when trouble
comes knocking on the door of ex-cop
turned Private Eye Lacey Lockington.
Lacey is hot on the trail of Alexi
Fedorovich after the high-ranking general
publishes a controversial expose detailing
that Glasnost/Perestroika is a hoax.
Federovich goes into hiding in the last
place he suspects someone will look for
him--somewhere in Youngstown, Ohio.
For someone who's pretty much seen and
done it all, Lacey's unnerved when he
starts dealing with Russian spies, Federal
Agents, a man who doesn't want to be
found, and an increasing body count of all
his leads. Will Lacey, along with former
KGB agent and live-in lover Natasha, get
to the bottom of it all before Fedorovich
finds himself on the wrong end of a firing
squad?
An Honorable Man CreateSpace
Mankind is about to rise as a boarder
world in a galactic cold war between the
Telshean Union and the Republic
Combine. Since the nineteen forties

Combine treaties have formed shadow
governments that now reverse engineer,
steal and kill for technology in the race to
produce the first human advanced tech
patent. Fighting to fulfill their treaty with a
patent they aim for the rights to form
Earth´s first representative government.
Our emerging hero's in the contractor guild
are caught in a torrent of new alliances as
Daniel Young; Earth´s first contractor fulfills
the American treaty. The shadow
governments end their secret operations
while the Republic Combine and
surprisingly Telshean Union reveal
themselves to Earth. Political dialog takes
place as the cold war heats up before
Daniel secures Combine support to defend
mankind from the Telshean Symbiote
protocol. Fulfilling the deal with his new
technology he leads combine forces in the
retaking of another´s home world lost to
the Telshar and leaves the Symbiote´s
undergoing reversion to find the war
surrounds Earth. Earth's emerging Terran
Council is born as Union and Combine
forces are destroying each other in the
system. Mankind´s first leader Althea
Jefferson is elected from the American
organization and rises to be the first Terran
Chancellor. As the council starts to function
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Althea must preserve the council so their
treaties may preserve them from the war.
As war engulfs Earth, hopes lay with a
Telshean prophet and a former Telshean
politician.
Truman's Spy Createspace Independent
Publishing Platform
Football promoter Mickey Rossetti never knew
who he was or what he really wanted. Until it
was almost game over. Combining
international espionage with international
business and the action-packed arena of
American football, Bob Robustelli's debut Cold
War-era spy thriller TeamWork delivers a
tough-skinned, highly suspenseful addition to
the genre that is certain to enthrall anyone
who is a fan of hard-boiled fiction, or a fan of
the great American pastime of football. For
hard-partying, directionless Mickey, growing
up the third son of the famous Hall of Famer
Benny Rossetti from the New York Giants
often seemed as tough as the sport that
defined his family's lives. An all-American kid
on the outside, Mickey had long been on a
straight shot to epic addiction that took a
sharp, cocaine-fueled turn for the worse after
his failed marriage. However, as he hobbles
along at his family's business of promoting
American football in Mexico, Europe, and the
USSR, Mickey instead finds himself thrown
into a game with perilously high international
stakes. In TeamWork, fates are conjoined

through a decades-long relationship between
two spooks of matched skills, and dramatically
opposing loyalties. Through a slew of mishaps,
Mickey finds himself on the brink of real
trouble with the FBI. Enter Pete Martin, a
crusty old codger of a CIA operative. When
Mickey eventually lands in Moscow on
business, Pete is there to keep him under tight
reins. Suddenly, the top is blown off of a KGB
plot to take over the USSR and likely decimate
the world. With a coup to take over the
Russian government, an NFL game in
Moscow, missing nukes, and a renegade
Russian agent, TeamWork reveals that, when
it comes to one man, the game may just be far
from over. Bringing together business, football,
and spooks as the Cold War heats up, this fast-
paced, edgy debut spy thriller offers play-by-
play thrills, laughs, and game-changing
redemption. “A non-stop thriller, a
breathtaking adventure, daringly original with
flawed real characters and real world danger
that will draw you in and hold you until the final
word. I couldn't turn the pages fast enough.”—
best-selling author Richard Doetsch
The Cold War in Middle East, 1950-1991
Bloomsbury Publishing
This book examines Mexico's unique foreign
relations with the US and Cuba during the
Cold War.
This is Just a Test Harpercollins
A comprehensive look at the hundred-year

history of the Cold War, from the rise of
Lenin and communism to the foreign policy
of George W. Bush. -- CNN's 24-part
series, telecast in late 1998, is still alive
and well on CNN Interactive. -- Who says
the Cold War is over? Heard about the
collision between the Chinese freighter and
the U.S. Navy spy plane? New York Times
political columnist Maureen Dowd said in
April, "One veteran cold warrior who
served under several presidents told me he
was shocked that Bush II had refrozen the
cold war." -- The Cold War International
History Project Website at the Woodrow
Wilson International Center for Scholars
has up-to-date info on books published
about the Cold War, as well as
conferences, news, etc. The Complete
Idiot's Guide "RM" to the Cold War covers:
origins of the Cold War -- Karl Marx, the
Treaty at Versailles, the Great Depression,
the New Deal, and World War II; the China
Lobby and the Marshall Plan, "American
Caesar" in Korea and "Tail-Gunner Joe";
the birth of "talking head" journalism; those
Happy Days 1950's; the Cuban Missile
Crisis and death in Vietnam; the turbulent
Sixties; Nixon visits China; Cold War
America in the Seventies and Eighties --
the "Evil Empire, " Grenada, Nicaragua,
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and KAL Flight 007, and Post-Cold War
policy, the Cold War legacy.
Cold War Triangle Xlibris Corporation
Imagine slowly opening your eyes,
feeling confused, and not knowing who
you are, where you are, or how you got
there. As your consciousness takes
over, you suddenly realize that you are
in a bed, covered in bandages, and in
agonizing pain. Slowly, you figure out
that you are in a hospital of some sort,
but you cannot remember anything
else. That is what happened to Lon
Lindsey after a horrific Japanese
banzai attack during World War II. After
sustaining near life-ending injuries and
severe traumatic stress, Lon embarks
on a lifelong struggle to recover his
psychological equilibrium, while
continuing to serve his community and
country. Lon's story begins during the
Great Depression on the wind-swept
high Wyoming plains, outside Laramie,
on a cattle ranch originally
homesteaded by his grandfather.
Following a childhood of heartbreak
and betrayal, Lon joins the Marines in
1943 and fights in the Pacific Theater,

where he sustains injuries that require
thirteen months of hospitalization. When
the war ends, Lon accompanies his
mother and his diplomat step-father to
the Balkans and serves witness to the
Communist takeover of Yugoslavia and
Romania. Back in the States, Lon finds
fulfillment as a civil servant in Los
Alamos, New Mexico, famous for the
development of the atomic bomb. As
the Cold War heats up, the unique
closed community evolves from a semi-
military, government town to a more
normal city, albeit one where the
nation's most powerful atomic weapons
are developed. It is there that Lon finally
finds hope and healing.
The Good Shepherd Zebra Books
In the summer of 1962 with everyone
nervous about a possible nuclear war,
ten-nearly-eleven-year-old Rex, having
just moved to Ottawa from Vancouver
with his parents and five siblings, faces
his own personal challenges as he
discovers new friends and a new
understanding of the world around him.
Honey Spy Scholastic Press
In 1956, as the Cold War heats up,

secret agent Blackford Oakes is given
the assignment to kidnap two Russian
missle scientists who can help the U.S.
beat the Russians in the space race,
but he must dodge murderous KGB
agents and vengeful Hungarian
freedom fighters to succeed
Stained Glass Simon and Schuster
The year is 1955. Eisenhower is President. Al
Kaline and the Dodgers still own Brooklyn.
And Elvis is driving a truck. Up north in
Alaska, the Cold War heats up fast when
secrets are stolen from a Dew Line Radar
Station. What the new priest, young Father
Hardy, doesn't know could kill him. A list that
includes murderers, spies and survival at forty
degrees below zero. He's an Episcopal priest,
newly ordained and newly a widower. New to
this remote Alaskan village, he's helping the
villagers and hiding a broken heart. But who
helps him when a body is found and a young
girl threatened-when he sees things he just
can't explain? Can he trust his new friends?
Andy-an Athabascan Indian-dead-eye sniper
in World War II Italy. And Evie. Is Hardy falling
for her? Is she the murderer? In a land where
any exposure is dangerous, indecent
exposure kills.
Churchill's Abandoned Prisoners Indiana
University Press
Between 1945 and 1991, tension between the
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USA, its allies, and a group of nations led by
the USSR, dominated world politics. This
period was called the Cold War – a conflict
that stopped short to a full-blown war.
Benefiting from the recent research of newly
open archives, the Encyclopedia of the Cold
War discusses how this state of perpetual
tensions arose, developed, and was resolved.
This work examines the military, economic,
diplomatic, and political evolution of the conflict
as well as its impact on the different regions
and cultures of the world. Using a unique
geopolitical approach that will present Russian
perspectives and others, the work covers all
aspects of the Cold War, from communism to
nuclear escalation and from UFOs to red
diaper babies, highlighting its vast-ranging and
lasting impact on international relations as well
as on daily life. Although the work will focus on
the 1945–1991 period, it will explore the roots
of the conflict, starting with the formation of the
Soviet state, and its legacy to the present day.
Korea/'Nam DC Comics
Washington D.C., 1953. The Cold War
is heating up: McCarthyism, with all its
fear and demagoguery, is raging in the
nation's capital, and Joseph Stalin's
death has left a dangerous power
vacuum in the Soviet Union. The CIA,
meanwhile, is reeling from a double
agent within their midst. Someone is

selling secrets to the Soviets,
compromising missions around the
globe. Undercover agents have been
assassinated, and anti-Communist plots
are being cut short in ruthlessly efficient
fashion. The CIA director knows any
news of the traitor, whose code name is
Protocol, would be a national
embarrassment and compromise the
entire agency. George Mueller seems to
be the perfect man to help find the
mole: Yale-educated; extensive
experience running missions in Eastern
Europe; an operative so dedicated to
his job that it left his marriage in tatters.
The Director trusts him but Mueller has
secrets of his own and as he digs
deeper, making contact with a Soviet
agent, suspicion begins to fall on him as
well. Until Protocol is found, no one can
be trusted and everyone is at risk . . .
Who's on First DC Comics
Korea/'Nam
Nuclear Weapons and the Cold War
Cumberland House Publishing
England, 1962. Linda Polanski knew her
next mission could be her last. The KGB
spy must rely on every ounce of her

training to scope out enemy nuclear
missiles. As the Cold War heats up,
gathering intel is getting more dangerous
and her bosses at the Kremlin are getting
impatient...
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